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September 2008 - Editorial

Welcome to the September issue of Capital Philately. The journal is now one issue behind schedule but I am still
working on having two further issues out by April 2009 and getting us essentially back on track. Your help is
needed so please send in any articles no matter what size so that the journal can continue its excellent tradition
of publishing new articles.

This issue is dominated by Richard Gurevitch's excellent article on the 1915-20 Provisional Issues of Haiti.
I was glad when Richard offered this article as we are tending to see fewer articles on traditional philately in
philatelic journals. It also shows how fascinating one stamp issue can be. As promised I have followed up my
earlier article on where to get material with an in-depth article on eBay. Those who use e8ay already will be
familiar with most of the material in it but you may pick up a tip or two. If you have not ventured onto eBay
then I hope you will find it useful as I wish I had read such an article ten years ago when I started using eBay.
Once again Robert Gregson fascinates us with his article on postcards used in Baku. If it wasn't for Robert we
would see little Russian material which I always find of interest largely because I cannot read the alphabet so
can not make a stab at the meaning - whereas with French and German I have a much better chance of a basic
interpretation.

The journal is rounded out with Harry Berg's article on trials and tribulations of dealing with the Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), as it relates to an unusual philatelic item. I must confess that my wife
once worked for AQIS and they do an important job that should never be underestimated. The final article by
Paul Barsdell about the issue date of Sarawak postal stationery further illustrates how many incorrect facts get
perpetuated over the years. It is always important to go back to the source material and never assume.

Since the last issue there have been massive changes to the economy and it will be interesting to see how this
affects philately. The dollar has dropped from $USO.98 to a little over 64 cents so everything from overseas is
now more expensive and we are likely to see more Australian material disappear overseas as it is now much
cheaper. The exchange rate aside I believe that there will be little overall impact on philately, with the exception
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of exhibitions which may be harder to fund. After all, the great depression was actually one of the great periods
in philately with strong interest and high prices. It was actually WWII that stopped philately in its tracks. I
believe the same will happen this time as well, as people are wanting to hold physical assets rather than just a
notional concept like shares. Hence the price of collectibles, especially coins, is quite strong at the moment. The
only area of philately I feel will be affected is the very high end as the billionaire collectors take stock but as few
of us are in that field I don't think there will be a flow-on effect.

I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year with the hope of a more timely journal
in 2009.

Darryl Fuller

eBay - Friend or Foe of Philately?

Darryl Fuller

In the March 2008 issue of Capital Philately I wrote an article about finding material for your collection and
promised a follow-up article on the use of eBay for philately. This article will look at eBay in general together
with the impact that eBay has had on stamps and stamp collecting, and more importantly how to get the best
from eBay. Just in case you don't know exactly what eBay is, it is a huge electronic marketplace where literally
millions of people buy and sell billions of items in anyone year. I once read that of all the items sold on eBay
stamps was the third highest number of items sold, although I don't recall what the top two were at the time.

Buying on eBay

You don't pay any fee to buy on eBay, although you must be registered to bid. Once you are a registered bidder
you are free to bid or buy any item listed. Most people use a pseudonym as an eBay name but recent changes to
eBay hide even this from all other users unless you are the winning bidder. In the early days of eBay, about 10
years ago, you could do searches on eBay for buyers or sellers. This came in very handy because you could see
what other buyers were bidding on. Thus if you knew other buyer were interested in what you were interested
in, say airmail covers, you could search for their names and see what they were bidding on. This could save you
a lot of searching. However, this is no longer possible.

While the majority of items on eBay are for auction, there are also items that you can buy straight away at a fixed
price. There are even some sellers who list items at a fixed price or best offer. You can either buy this straight
away or make an offer, which the seller has 24 hours to consider. I have found that offers of two thirds to eighty
per cent are generally accepted.

Most items that are listed are auctioned and are usually listed for 7 days, although the listing can be for as long
as 10 days and as short as a few days. Virtually all stamp listings I have seen are 7 days with only the occasional
listing of 10 days. When you place a bid at whatever maximum price you are willing to bid and there are no bids
on the item you will be shown as the top bidder at the starting price. Thus if you bid $10 and the item is listed at
$0.99, and there are no other bids, you win the item for $0.99 plus postage and packing. Itis important to look at
the postage and packing costs, which are set by the seller, as they are sometimes set very high and are used as a
way to make extra money by some sel1ers. The price is usually given in the listing and my recommendation is, if
you are not happy with the costs - don't bid. Sellers will soon learn that they can't rip buyers off this way. If the
costs are not given then you can ask the seller for this information prior to bidding. In fact you can ask the seller
for more information through eBay which sends a message to the seller and doesn't reveal your email address.
Sellers don't always answer but I would be wary of any seller not answering a legitimate question. However,
remember that eBay operates 24 hours a day and world time zones may be out of sync so it pays to ask questions
early and allow a couple of days for a response.

If there is an existing bid on an item then you must bid above whatever is listed. This may not be the top bid of
the person bidding only what the existing bid is at the time. For example the lot may have a current bid of $1O.
You have to bid at least one increment, usually about 5% above this to register a bid. So say you bid $12, if the
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top bid was $10 then you will be listed as the top bidder at $10.50. If the other bidder has a higher bid listed then
eBay wiII come back to you with your bid which may be $11.69 if the other bidder has a top bid of say $11.19
as this is a bid increment above the top bid. If your bid is less than a bid increment above the top bid you are still
the top bidder but in this case it would be at your maximum bid $12. Ionce won an auction by Ic as I fluked a
bid that was 1c above the (unknown) maximum bid ofthe other bidder.

Another feature of eBay is that if your bid is topped eBay sends you a notice bye-mail that you have been
outbid. You are then free to bid again. One of the problems with this system is that you can get carried away,
particularly if you and the other bidder(s) are bidding live near the close ofthe auction. Auctions have an end
time that is accurate to one second and some people try to bid as close to end time as they can. Personally I avoid
bidding duels at all cost as you can get very carried away. Many people simply bid the maximum amount they
are willing to pay and forget the auction until it is closed. This is a good strategy for the disciplined.

One of the problems with this disciplined strategy is that some bidders will bid you up just for the fun of it so that
items don't sell too cheaply. By this I mean other collectors not the actual seller who is not allowed to do this.
Although it may surprise you that a seller can bid on their own lot in a regular stamp auction with an auctioneer
but are liable for all fees if they win. Others will bid you up a dollar at a time until they just beat you by a bid in
the hope that you don't rebid. This is not a great strategy, however, and a better option is sniping.

Sniping

[ remember in my early days of bidding wondering how people managed to bid in the last few seconds every
time and often win the item - they were sniping. A snipe program is an automated bidding program that bids in
the last 3-7 seconds of an auction which is generally too late for any human to bid again. The big advantage of
snipe bids is that no-one knows you are going to bid let alone that you have a bid until it too late. Snipe bids can
save you a great deal of money as no-one bids you up for fun or tries to outbid you as they won't have time.

I highly recommend the use of snipe bidding as I believe it will save you money. Most snipe programs cost you
money and the one [ use is www.bidnapper.com. [ have never had a bid fail to register in a number of years but
feel free to look for other companies as there are a number of others out there. You can even try this service for
free to see if you like it. After that the cost varies depending on whether you buy a fixed number of snipes or
any number of snipes for a fixed time. For example, 10 snipes costs $US20 and would be okay if you don't bid
much. However, a month of snipes costs $US8 and a year only $US50. Believe me when [ say that if you are
a regular bidder take a year's worth as you will save the money in the long run. You can make payment for the
service by credit card or by Paypa!.

Selling

eBay makes their money by charging sellers fees to list, which are relatively low if the starting price is low, plus
a fee based on the selling price if the item sells. There are also other fees for listing depending on how many
images you have in the listing and other factors that improve the listing. You have the option of either auctioning
your item or selling it at a fixed price. However, recent changes to eBay make the fixed price option a little less
enticing as they want to encourage auctions.

I haven't actually sold anything on eBay but it is a fairly simple system to use. You need to supply a credit card
number but only once. There are also a number of websites which allow you to host the image of what you are
sell ing, supposed Iy for free, but it doesn't always work out that way so be cautious with free services. However,
the websites which help you sell on eBay often allow you much better presentation which can be an important
issue on eBay.

Paypal

I mentioned PayPal above and this is an excellent system that allows you to pay virtually anyone, anywhere
in the world by credit card. The good thing is that no-one, except PayPal, actually has your credit card details
and you only provide that once - you can even have multiple credit cards on your PayPal account and choose
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which one to use. The person you pay never sees the details, only that they have been paid a certain amount into
their account. It costs the buyer nothing to use PayPal and because there is a PayPal Australia you don't pay any
foreign exchange fees on your credit card. PayPal does the conversion and charges you in Australian dollars.
The one catch is that the PayPal exchange rates are usually about 1.0-1.5 cents lower than current exchange
rate, however, the rate changes daily. Still, using PayPal is far cheaper than a bank draft at $25 or even Australia
Post's $US money orders at $8.65.

Sellers are not quite so enamoured with PayPal, which is owned by eBay, as it charges fees to credit money
to their accounts and these can increase the cost by up to 2-5%. Some sellers charge extra for using PayPal
although this is less common than it once was. If you are selling mainly in Australia you probably want to use
other mechanisms other than PayPal but eBay discourages this. You are expected to offer Paypal as a service to
buyers.

Despite the disincentives to sellers I couldn't function without PayPal as I buy many small lots that would be
extremely expensive if paid by any other means. There is also the advantage that if you use PayPal and a lot
doesn't turn up you can get a refund reasonably easily, with some caveats.

Policing of eBay

You mayor may not have read things about eBay and how people sell fakes and forgeries on the site. This is
obviously hard to police but e8ay does try - although some would argue not hard enough. In relation to stamps,
the American Philatelic Society stepped in and had discussions with eBay because a number of people were
selling obvious fakes (made using laser printers). The efforts to clean up e8ay for philately involved one of
our own members some years ago who helped lead the charge against these fakes. However, eBay is far from
perfect when it comes to stamps and many forgeries are still sold on the site. The only way around this is to have
knowledge of what you collect and get to know the sellers. It is still very much caveat emptor - let the buyer
beware. Ifit looks too good to be true, or too cheap, then there is probably something wrong with it. You can sell
a forgery on eBay as long as it is marked as such. After all we all know that Sperati forgeries of the two pound
kangaroo are worth more than the originals.

One of the problems with eBay is that even when a seller is kicked off the site they often come back under
another selling name. However, the philatelic community has a way of getting the word around. But be cautious
if you are new to eBay and it pays to ask others who use the site for their advice.

Feedback

One of the useful features of eBay is that when an item is bought or sold both the buyer and seller can leave
feedback for each other. For the buyer leaving feedback for the seller this feedback can be positive, negative or
neutral. Recent changes for sellers means that sellers cannot leave negative feedback for a buyer. Not all sellers
are happy about this as some buyers are not the best. Indeed some sellers will not accept buyers from some
countries because of the problems they have had with missing items in the mail or insist on all items going by
registered mail. In addition to a positive, negative or neutral rating you leave a 1-5 star rating on I) the accuracy
of the item description, 2) how satisfied you are with the seller communication, 3) how quickly did the seller
ship, and 4) how reasonable were the shipping charges. The seller doesn't see the individual results but only
the aggregate average of each criterion. This is relatively new to eBay but provides a better system than just a
one-off rating.

Sellers (and buyers) are always keen to have a 100% feedback rating but if someone has a rating of less than
100%, particularly ifbelow 98% it pays to take a look at the feedback comments. It may be that the seller hasn't
had negative feedback for some time and I am usually comfortable with this situation. However, ifthe seller has
a continuing run of negative feedback then be wary.

Strange Items Sell on eBay

As mentioned earlier there are many fakes and forgeries on eBay but that doesn't mean that it isn't a useful
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site to purchase material for your collection. Obviously stamps and covers are an obvious thing to sell because
they are so easily sent through the mail. There is also a reasonable level of trust amongst stamp collectors
(and dealers) and anyone selling bad material is usually outed quite quickly. However, that is not to say there
appears to be an amazing level of ignorance or stupidity or possibly vain hope in getting bargains. Figure 1 is
an excellent example of this. It is a pair of 4d Western Australian Swans on piece with a Sidney (sic) address
cancelled with a dot cancel and a large fancy seal. The person selling this simply listed it as "WA 4d swan imperf
pair with inverted frame" and the item description simply stated "Issued by Peter Winter". A search on Google
listed an entry on Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_ Winter_{philately)) which noted that he had produced
reproductions of the world's 50 rarest stamps in the 1980s. He never sold them as genuine but his marks such
as 'fake', 'copy' or 'faux' are easily removed. Anyone who knows anything about this stamp can list multiple
things wrong without even examining the item for paper etc. Apart from the 'Sidney' address the stamp has the
swan inverted not the frame. The inverted frame is from the left edge of the sheet, which this stamp can't be.
The postmark and seal are also unknown. There are no pairs known with the error only a small part example
adjoining stamp that shows the error - overall a complete, and in many ways quite poor fake. Yet despite a low
starting price this item sold, after 12 bids, for
$US698.96 in July 2008 (about $A713.44 at
the time) and now over $A1000. I debate the
wisdom of this purchase. The item was sold
by a seller from Toowoomba. For the record a
genuine pair in this condition would probably
sell for about $250,000.

The obvious lesson to be learned from this
example is to know what you are looking at and
if it looks too good to be true then it probably
is!

(Figure 1: Falee Western Australian 'Inverted Swan ')
Searching on eBay

At anyone moment there are millions of items listed on eBay and when I checked during the writing of this
article there were 235,574 items listed under the category of stamps. However, it must be remembered that this
is on ebay.com the main US site. It is not everything listed on eBay sites. There are many eBay sites around
the world including Australia. The advantage of these 'local' sites is that if you are wanting to bid on, say a car,
then it is no good looking at ones in the USA. However, for stamps you need to look worldwide and hence need
to search all eBay sites. It should be noted that many people located in countries with their own eBay sites still
only list on eBay.com the USA site. I always use this site (as a starting point) and don't bother using www.ebay.
com.au the Australian site.

If I am searching for something straight-forward like Leeward Islands stamps I click on the stamps category on
the front page of eBay. You can the look under a particular category, say Australia, or you can do a search for
something specific. For my Leeward Islands I use the term Leeward* where the asterix is a wild card and will
pick up Leeward or Leewards. I have found that if you don't do this you will miss some items. You can use it in
the middle of a word as well. For example stationery is often misspelled with an 'a' so it is best to search with
station*ry which picks up both spellings. Remember also that if use air* for airmail or air mail you will pick up
a lot of listings. You can also search either titles or titles and descriptions. The latter picks up more results but
you need to be careful what you use. The word Leeward is fine but using air* will pick up virtually every listing
because the description often contains details of the cost of sending the item to you by airmail.

If you are quite specialised it pays to search both title and description because many sellers don't describe items
well. 1 collect Israeli revenues but if I only search under stamps for Israeli revenues I miss many items. You
need to search both Israel and Judaica. Also you need to search the entire eBay site not just stamps. In addition
revenues can be taxes, fees, licenses, fiscals etc. In fact I use the following search string judaica (rev*, fee*,
tax*, doc*, def*, rec*, lic*, lab*, cig*, pass*, board*, train*, theat*, tick*, rail*, promiss*) and the same with
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Israel instead of Judacia. This picks up revenues, fees, taxes, documents, defense, receipts, licenses, labels,
cigarette, passenger, boarding (pass), train, theatre, ticket, railway and promissory (notes). Any or all of these
documents may have revenues on them. Luckily you don't have to type this in every time as you can save
favourite searches. In addition eBay will send you a daily update of any items fitting the search.

While the above helps you search and make allowances for poor spelling or descriptions, the other thing you
need to do is search worldwide, as mentioned earlier. To do this I go to the eBay site and instead of just searching
using the find I click on the [advanced search] at the right of this. This takes you to a page where you put in
your search term and you can then vary a number of parameters but the key one is at the bottom of the page
(you may need to scroll down to see it). There is a heading Location and if you click on the little box next to
Only show items: it will highlight the term from preferred locations. You then need to click on the box next to
this so that Worldwide is indicated. You then click search at the bottom of the page and it will search all eBay
sites worldwide. For example if I search eBay.com for Leeward* I get 99 hits but if! use the advanced search
function I get 143 hits. To illustrate how important this can be see Figure 2. This item is a 1934 Leeward Island
'airmail' type envelope uprated l d paying the correct rate for a letter to the USA. It was posted on the high seas
and has a New York paquebot cancellation. Ifthis was just an envelope with correct postage and these markings
the starting price of 10 pounds was about right and the 16 pounds I paid was a fair price. However, this postal
stationery envelope is a new discovery and is only the fourth used copy of this envelope known. Its value is more
like 5-800 pounds despite the small tape stain at top. How did I get it so cheaply? It was only listed on the UK
eBay site and I only found it by searching worldwide. If it had been listed on eBay.com there is no way I would
have purchased it so cheaply because most Leeward Island stationery collectors are located in the USA.

(Figure 2:Afind on eBay - the fourth known used
copy of this stationery item)

The Advantages of eBay

The obvious advantage of eBay isthat it allows collector
(or dealer) A to sell items to collector B, and these items
are often of relatively low value. In the past there was
no easy mechanism to do this. You could use circuit
books, but these have limited reach, or you could sell
through an auctioneer or stamp dealer. The latter two
were only practical if you had single valuable items
or wanted to sell your whole collection. There was no
way to sell a $5 stamp or cover this way. eBay and PayPal have changed all this and allowed anyone to sell just
about anything.

This has been a boon to specialists and cover and revenue collectors. eBay is like having hundreds of dealers'
cover boxes to look through. I know for a fact that my Israeli revenue collection would be quite poor without
about 4-6 people in Israel who regularly sell the material I need as single items. I pick up items at anywhere
from 99c to $100 that I would have no chance of getting any other way. This type of material doesn't appear
at dealers or in major auctions. I know many people who collect covers, particularly airmail covers, who have
picked up much material on eBay that they would never have found any other way. If you are a specialist then
you can often use your knowledge to pick up the odd bargain, as I did above, although one needs to be cautious
with single stamps.

Overall eBay has allowed material to flow around the world and much material that might otherwise have sat in
cardboard boxes and never found, now sits proudly in someone's collection. I feel that it has been of most benefit
to cover and revenue collectors.

The Impact of eBay on Philately

There have been a number of impacts of eBay on philately. The first is that it has, to a significant extent, cut out
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the dealer from small transactions with collectors. Although I would note that many dealers use eBay. What I
mean is that in the past stamp dealers usually bought and sold at fixed prices often a percentage of catalogue.
For example, they might sell British Commonwealth mint stamps at 66% of catalogue. They would also buy
these stamps, usually a complete collection or a reasonably valuable set, at a fixed price on average. It might be
anywhere from 33 to 45% of catalogue. This would allow them to make a 50-100% profit when they sold the
items. Over time this seemed to work okay for collectors and dealers, especially if catalogue prices went up over
time. eBay changed all this by allowing just about anyone to sell stamps to anyone else. Thus it is less common
for straightforward stamps to go through dealers and there is no imperative to maintain prices at certain levels
in order to maintain the profit margin. Now a seller may be happy to sell a set catalogued at $100 for $20 just
to get rid of it. With no dealer in between the seller is happy to sell something that may have cost them little,
and the buyer is happy to get a 'bargain'. The seller doesn't need a higher price (although obviously they may
like a higher one) because they don't have the holding costs and overheads of a dealer. The impact of this is
that straightforward mint stamps are often quite cheap on eBay. eBay has, in my opinion, depressed the price
of many stamps over the last few years. It has done the same in other collecting areas as well because so much
more material has come out of the woodwork.

What impact has eBay had on high value material and rare varieties? Again, in my opinion, not a lot because
few people or dealers sell really rare stamps through eBay. It comes down to trust. eBay may cover a transaction
paid through PayPal for up to $2000 but we all know that there is much philatelic material that sells for many
times this and wouldn't be covered. So for higher value material dealers and regular auctions still seem the way
to go.

The two areas where eBay has increased value is with covers and revenues. Covers that might have been priced
at $1-$5 in a dealers box, and they would be happy to receive it, sometimes sell for hundreds of dollars on eBay.
Not because bidding went mad but because the cover is seen by a number of specialists who are quite willing to
bid it up to a reasonable value because of their specialized knowledge. To see the effect of this just read one of
Rod Perry's 'Woodchip' columns in Stamp News. The same goes for revenues.

Summary

Overall I believe that eBay has been good for philately and has brought much new material onto the market, as
well as putting more realistic prices on many straightforward stamps. It has been good for many collectors but
has had some negative impacts on some stamp dealers, although the smart ones use eBay to get a worldwide
market.

If you are new to eBay then I hope the above tips will help you make the most of the site. It can be a very useful
source of material but always remember - buyer beware. Take time to learn how to best use the site. Follow lots
to see how prices go and more importantly how sellers go. Over time you start to buy material from the same
sellers and get a good rapport. Sometimes to your advantage as I have had some sellers offering me material
directly because of my interest. However, only do this when you really know a seller as you are outside the
safety net of eBay otherwise. I have always found that it is important to create this rapport with dealers as they
are the ones who find you material which you wouldn't see otherwise. Happy bidding and sniping.

AMaximum Card is Born

Darryl Fuller

The maximum card illustrated in Figure I was created at Canberra Stampshow 2008. Whilst wandering around
the dealers I came across the postcard of the Australian Academy of Science (also know colloquially as the
'Martian Embassy'). It is a pre-stamped post card issued by Australia Post in 1976, one ofa set of30 issued in a
blue folder and only sold as a set. They are very easy to find unused and seldom sell for much above face value
but they are quite rare correctly used in period. The stamp was issued as part of an architecture set in February
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2008. Due to its Canberra connection the exhibition committee took the opportunity to overprint the miniature
sheet which contained this stamp. In addition the committee took the opportunity to have Australia Post use the
building on one ofthe postmarks for the exhibition.

I couldn't resist making this maximum card after I bought the postcard as the opportunity would not happen
again, since the postmarker was only available for one day. For those collectors not familiar with maximaphily -
to be a true maximum card there needs to be strong concordance between the stamp, the card and the postmarker.
The stamp needs to be postally valid and only affixed to the view side of the card. The card needs to have been
issued before the stamp and the image needs to be the same subject as the stamp but cannot be an exact replica of
the stamp. Finally the postmark (both
design and place of cancellation) should
have a close and direct connection
with the subject of the stamp and card
and should be dated within the postal
validity of the stamp and as close to
the date of issue as possible. All of this
may appear somewhat contrived but
maximaphily is popular in Europe.

So how does my card rate? I believe that
this card could be used in an exhibit of
maximaphily but the concordance is not
perfect. There is excellent concordance
between the card and stamp as they are
the same subject. There is excellent
concordance between the image on the
postmarker and the stamp and card. Fig. 1 Australian Academy of Science Maximum Card
Where it falls down is that there is no
obvious concordance between the exhibition and the building (pity the exhibition wasn't in the building), and
the date of the postmarker is about 5 weeks after the issue date. However, you could argue that this was a
legitimate postmark as it was only available on this one day. To make this card have strong concordance it would
have been better to have the stamp postmarked on the day of issue at the GPO (as the building is in Canberra) or
at the Australian National University if it has a postal agency.

Perpetuation of Mistakes

Sarawak Postal Stationery

Paul Barsdell

A while ago, in the course of researching Sarawak postal stationery for an exhibit, I came across information
on three dates of issue in Neville Watterson's book, Sarawak - the De La Rue Story, which conflicted with
dates in Sarawak philatelic literature and catalogues, such as Higgins & Gage and the Standard Catalogue of
Malaysia Singapore Brunei. Watterson's book is a veritable gold mine of information and includes the texts of
correspondence between the Sarawak Government and De La Rue, which printed most of its stamps and all of
its stationery between 1888 and 1930. It proved that the generally used dates for the three stationery items were
wrong.

The first of these three cases was the first 4 cents postcard, which according to Forrester-Wood's handbook
(Sarawak Stamps & Postal History), was issued "at some date in 1900". Sarawak's first postcard (3 cents)
was issued in 1897, in compliance with Sarawak's obligations to the Universal Postal Union, which it joined
on 1 July 1897. On 1 December 1899, the postcard rate was increased to 4 cents, resulting in the stocks of the
3 cents postcard being surcharged 4 cents in Kuching. It was probably assumed that Sarawak ordered new 4
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cents postcards from De La Rue soon afterwards, but this assumption did not take into account the somewhat
parsimonious attitude of Rajah Charles Brooke. It appears that the order for a new postcard was delayed until
stocks of the surcharged postcard were getting low. The initial requisition to De La Rue for 3,000 4 cents
postcards was dated 6 April 1905 and they were delivered to the Sarawak Government Agent in London on 5
June 1905.

Further evidence of the issue date being 1905 and not earlier is the printer's archival Appendix sheet at Figure 1,
which is dated 11April 1905 and the 4 cents postcard affixed to it approved 13Apri11905.

The second case is the 10 cents registration envelope which, according to the literature and catalogues, was
issued in 1918. There had been no change to the registration fee since 1913 but in 1917 Rajah James Brooke
died and was succeeded by his son Charles Vyner Brooke. A set of stamps depicting the new Rajah was issued
in 1918, as were two new postcards. Obviously, it was assumed that new registration envelopes were also issued
at that time. It was not, however, until 12 December 1919 that a requisition for sizes G, Hand H2 registration
envelopes was given to De La Rue, which were dispatched by the printer on 26 March 1920.

The third case is the 12 cents
registration envelope which
isgenerally recorded as being
issued in 1921. On 1October
1921, the registration fee was
increased from 10cents to 12
cents, except for mail within
Sarawak. After this date, the
post office continued to issue
the 10 cents registration
envelope with an additional
2 cents stamp affixed. The
initial requisition for a size
G envelope was not dated,
however, until 9 August
1924 and its delivery to the
Sarawak Government Agent
in London on 17 September
1924. This was almost three
years after the rate change.
Sizes Hand H2 registration
envelopes were further
delayed until 1925.

!

Watterson's book was
published in 2000 but little
attention has been given
to the revised dates. The
wrong dates are still being
perpetuated as a matter of
course.

UNION POST"~E UNIVERi£LLE
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Figure 1:De La Rue appendix sheet illustrating the date for the 4c Sarawak postcard
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The following article has been printed as originally formatted by the author.

HAITI 1915 - 1920 'PROVISIONAL' ISSUES

Richard Gurevitch

INTRODUCTION

When in 1914 General Oreste Zamor took over the presidency of Haiti, he ordered that stamps in use be
overprinted to denote his government. New definitive stamps were provided in 1915, but the theft of many of
these stamps resulted in the Post Office held stocks being withdrawn and destroyed before any were issued.

r-[ Gk O.Z.
7 FEv.1914

J

1914 'Zamor' overprinted
stamp

1915 'Zamor' unissued
stamp

As a result there was a shortage of 1 Centime stamps in late 1915. Surplus stamps of other values were
overprinted locally to provide this value in order to redress this shortage. To start with, stamps of the 1904
'Nord Alexis' issues were overprinted, followed by the 7 Centimes value of the 1906 - 1911 'Pictorial' issue
(in 1916). In 1917 the need for additional low values of2 & 5 Centimes, as well as more 1 Centime stamps,
became apparent and 'Pictorial' stamps of 1906 - 1911 and 1913 - 1914 as well as high value stamps of the
1906 Provisional External Service issue were overprinted in new values between 1917 and 1919. When stocks
of these stamps were exhausted, the General Zamor overprinted stamps were used to create the previous
values, as well as a 3 Centimes value when postal rates were increased in late 1919. Also, stocks of 'Postage
Due' stamps were overprinted to change their value and to convert them into postage stamps. As well as
stamps used for internal mail postage two overprinted stamps of 2 centimes and 5 centimes were created for
overseas postage: postage for overseas mail was paid in a 'heavy' currency of Piastres (and Centimes de
Piastre) whereas internal postage was paid in Gourdes (and Centimes de Gourde). The actual dates of issue of
all values are uncertain. In 1920, new definitive stamps were issued. Haitian stamps were never withdrawn and
all issues continued to be used until holdings became exhausted, so some of these stamps can be found used
both commercially and philatelically well after their notional period of issue.

Representative parent stamps overprinted for the 1915 - 1920 Provisional Issues

1904 Nord Alexis Issue
without control chop

1904 Nord Alexis Issue
with control chop

1906 'Provisional'
External Service Issue

1914 Zamor overprint
on Nord Alexis Issue
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1906 - 1911
Pictorial Issue

1910 President Simon
Issue
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1913 - 1914
Pictorial Issue

1906 - 1911
Postage Due Issue

The 'Nord Alexis' parent issues were printed by M. E. Cote in Paris in sheets of 50 units, and the parent
stamps for all the other values were printed by the American Bank Note Company in sheets of 100 units.
Overprinting was performed by hand at the General Post Office using single hand-stamps, and for the most
part, was applied correctly.

(Two types of control hand-stamps had been used on some 'Nord Alexis' parent stamps, and on most values
two types of hand-stamps had been used to apply the Zamor overprints.)

'l'rDS'1'E~
O_D

~ f~'iE~

Type I:
Small overprint

~POSTE~
a_a
!!PAYE.t"
Type II:

Large overprint

Control hand-stamps used on some of the Nord Alexis issues

Gk O. Z.
7 FEll, 1914

Gk O.Z.
? FEV. 19t4

Type I Overprint Type II Overprint
(' l' to left of dot after '0') (' l' to right of dot after '0')

The two types of overprints applied on the 'Zamor' issues
('GL o.z. ' - stands for 'General Oreste Zamor')

1916 - 1917 ISSUES

The first type of overprint consisted of a large framed' 1'on various Nord Alexis stamps both with and without
control hand-stamps, and on the 7 Centimes grey Pictorial stamp. The value provided was 1 Centime de
Gourde for internal postage purposes. The overprint is shown below.

Volume 26, No.4.
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Value Overprint Number Perforation
Colour Issued

1 Centime on 5 Centimes blue Red 10,000 Perf 13 x 14Yz, 13Yz, 14
1 Centime on 7 Centimes grey Red 248,668
1 Centime on 10 Centimes cinnamon Blue 74,172 Perf 13Yz, 14
1 Centime on 20 Centimes orange Blue 35,050 Perf 13Yz, 14
1 Centime on 20 Centimes orange - Blue 11,044 Perf 13Yz, 14

both types of control hand-stamps
1 Centime on 50 Centimes plum Blue 192,856 Perf 13\/2, 14
1 Centime on 50 Centimes plum - Blue 8,297 Perf 13Yz, 14

both types of control hand-stamps
1 Centime on 50 Centimes plum- Red 935 Perf 13Yz, 14

both types of control hand-stamps

The 1 Centime on 5 Centimes blue and the 1 Centime on 10 Centimes cinnamon stamps have been found
imperforate on top and bottom respectively, and the 1 Centime on 50 Centimes has been found with a double
perforation between two stamps. There are possibilities that similar varieties might be found on other values of
the overprinted 'Nord Alexis' issues. The control hand-stamps are often found inverted on the parent stamps.

Some of the 'Nord Alexis' issue, without control hand-stamp values, are to be found with overprints in other
colours, e.g. the 10 Centimes orange overprinted in red and the 5 Centimes blue and the 50 Centimes plum
overprinted in violet. These were either overprinted by favour or could have been trial overprints.

1917 EXTERNAL MAIL ISSUE

The 1906 - 1911 1 Piastre 'Pictorial' stamp was overprinted '2' to provide a 2 Centimes de Piastre for postage
of external mail, primarily for use on post-cards. The overprint is shown below.

12

Overprint Issued stamp
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Value Overprint
Colour
Red2 Centime de Piastre on 1 Piastre claret

1917 - 1919 ISSUES

Capital Philately

Number
Issued
134,400

During 1917 to 1919 various issues were overprinted 1, 2 and 5 Centimes for internal mail usage. The
overprints are shown below.

1ec.
GOURDE

~ ~.
GOURDE

1 Centime

Overprints on 1906 'Provisional' External Service Issue

2 Centimes

Value

1 Centime on 50 Centimes lake -brown
1 Centime on 1Piastre mauve

Volume 26, No.4.

5~
GOURDE
5 Centimes

Overprint
Colour
Red
Red

Overprints on 1906 - 1911 Issues

Number Issued

1,000
1,240
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Value Overprint Number Issued
Colour

1 Centime on 4 Centimes claret Brown 130,000
1 Centime on 4 Centimes claret Black Included above
1 Centime on 10 Centimes orange Blue 253,000
1 Centime on 10 Centimes orange Blue oily ink Included above
1 Centime on 20 Centimes blue Red 60,000
1 Centime on 20 Centimes blue Brown 59,000
1 Centime on 20 Centimes green & black Grey 5,400
1 Centime on 50 Centimes dull red Red 71,000
1 Centime on 50 Centimes dull red Grey 59,000
2 Centimes on 3 Centimes brown Red 51,000
2 Centimes on 3 Centimes yellow Red 21,500
2 Centimes on 8 Centimes red Red 106,800
2 Centimes on 8 Centimes red Grey 133,600
2 Centimes on 15 Centimes green Red 220,000
2 Centimes on 20 Centimes blue Red 95,000

Overprints on 1913 - 1914 Issues
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Value Overprint Number Issued
Colour

1 Centime on 4 Centimes green Red 26,000
1 Centime on 7 Centimes salmon Brown 23,000
I Centime on IS Centimes yellow Red 20,000
1 Centime on 50 Centimes deep yellow Brown 8,900
1 Centime on 1 Piastre vermilion Grey 9,000
2 Centimes on 8 Centimes green Red 27,000
2 Centimes on 10 Centimes brown Brown 50,000
2 Centimes on 15 Centimes yellow Red 19,000
5 Centimes on 10 Centimes brown Dark blue 16,000
5 Centimes on 10 Centimes brown Black Included above
5 Centimes on 15 Centimes yellow Red 4,000

(Overprint essays of the 5 Centimes on 10 Centimes brown can be found in red and greenish-blue.)

FIRST 1919 ISSUE

In 1919 the first of various 'O.Z.' overprinted stamps were further overprinted 1 or 5 Centimes for internal
mail usage. All stamps of this issue can be found with both types of 'o.z.' overprints. The overprints are
shown below.

1 Centime

Value

1 Centime on 15 Centimes green
1 Centime on 20 Centimes blue
1 Centime on 20 Centimes green & black
1 Centime on 1 Piastre claret
1 Centime on 1 Piastre claret
5 Centimes on 1 Piastre vermilion

Volume 26, No.4.

5C!GOURDE
5 Centimes

Overprint
Colour
Red
Red
Red

Brown
Red

Brown

Number Issued

97,000
100,000
37,000
135,000
10,000
45,000
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SECOND 1919 ISSUE

Increases in postal rates necessitated the further overprinting of the 2 Centimes value. Various 'Pictorial' issue
stamps that had earlier been overprinted with the 'O.Z.' chops in 1914, were then overprinted 2 Centimes
using the same chop that had been used with the 1917 - 1919 issues.

Value Overprint
Colour
Violet
Blue
Red
Red
Blue
Brown
Red
Red
Red
Red

Number
Issued
27,400
76,622
67,743
50,000
150,000
Unknown
9,150
38,850
3,866
4,634

2 Centimes on 4 Centimes carmine-lake
2 Centimes on 8 Centimes red
2 Centimes on 8 Centimes green
2 Centimes on 20 centimes green & black
2 Centimes on 50 Centimes dull red
2 Centimes on 50 Centimes dull red
2 Centimes on 50 Centimes dull red
2 Centimes on 50 Centimes yellow
2 Centimes on 1 Piastre claret
2 Centimes on 1 Piastre vermilion

1919 - 1920 ISSUES

'O.Z.' Overprint

Both types
Both types
Both types
Both types
Both types
Both types
Type I
Both types
Both Types
Type II

Postal rate increases led to a demand for 3 Centimes stamps and for additional 5 Centimes stamps. The
previously used 5 Centimes chop was again used and a new 3 Centimes overprint chop was produced.
Previously 1914 overprinted '0 .Z.' stamps were again further overprinted, as well as some postage due stamps
to convert them to postage stamps.

3 Centimes overprint
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Overprints on 1914 'O.Z.' overprinted 'Pictorial' stamps

~

-.-
G-~Q.Z.
, ~.~)J.·1314

'>;>;:
........... ..

Value Overprint Number 'O.Z.' Overprint
Colour Issued

3 Centimes on 3 Centimes brown Red 30,000 Type I
3 Centimes on 7 Centimes salmon Red 43,000 Both types
5 Centimes on 3 Centimes yellow Red 42,400 Type II
5 Centimes on 3 Centimes brown Red 7,600 Type I
5 Centimes on 4 Centimes carmine-lake Red 39,800 Both types
5 Centimes on 4 Centimes green Red 57,800 Both types
5 Centimes on 7 Centimes grey Violet 41,000 Both types
5 Centimes on 7 Centimes salmon Violet 27,000 Both types
5 Centimes on 7 Centimes salmon Red 100 Type I

issued trial printing
5 Centimes on 10 Centimes orange Violet 29,000 Both types
5 Centimes on 15 Centimes yellow Violet 27,000 Both types

Overprints on 1914 'O.Z.' overprinted 'Nord Alexis' stamps

Value Overprint Colour
5 Centimes on 7 Centimes on 20 Centimes orange Violet
1 Centime on 7 Centimes on 50 Centimes plum Violet

Both these stamps are found Perf 13Yz and 14

Volume 26, No.4.

Number Issued
41,000
4,000
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Overprints on 1906 and 1914 'O.Z.' overprinted, Postage Due stamps

5 Centimes overprint

Value Overprint Number Issued 'O.Z.' Overprint
Colour

5 Centimes on 50 Centimes olive Black 1,698 No overprint
5 Centimes on 50 Centimes olive Black oily ink Included in above No overprint
5 Centimes on 10 Centimes violet Reddish-violet 100 Only Type I issued trial printing
5 Centimes on 10 Centimes violet Black 38,000 Only Type I
5 Centimes on 50 Centimes olive Black 38,000 Only Type II
5 Centimes on 50 Centimes olive Violet 100 Only Type II issued trial printing
5 Centimes on 50 Centimes olive Reddish-violet 5,000 Only Type II

External Mail- Overprints on 1914 'O.Z.' overprinted 'Pictorial' stamp

In 1919 the need for additional 5 Centimes stamps for external mail postage resulted in a 10 Centimes 'o.z.'
overprinted stamp being further overprinted 5 Centimes de Piastre.

5c.!S
PIASTRE

5 Centimes de Piastre
overprint

Value

5 Centimes on 10 Centimes orange

18

Overprint
Colour
Violet

Number
Issued
27,600

'O.Z.'
Overprint
Both Types
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OVERPRINT VARIETIES
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Overprinting to denote the new designated values was performed at the Port-au-Prince Post Office using single
hand-stamps and for the most part was applied correctly. (Earlier overprinting of 'Nord Alexis' issues with
control hand-stamps and the 'Zamor' overprint issues were undertaken in the same manner with two types of
hand-stamps respectively.) Nevertheless, anomalies with the application of the overprints occurred and are
manifested in a variety of ways, such as inverted overprints, missing overprints, double and triple overprints
upright and inverted, overprints across several stamps. At times these appeared conjointly with each other.
There is no knowing the frequency at which the varieties occurred, and hence their rarity, but in most cases
they are not common. Perhaps their scarcity on various values is relative to the number of those values
produced. In addition overprinting varieties can be found superimposed on parent 'Zamor' overprinted stamps
with overprinting varieties: such varieties are very rarely encountered and are considered to be extremely
scarce. With regard to missing overprints of these issues, these are usually identified with conjoint items.

Shown below are representative examples of overprint varieties found with the issues.

Double Overprint
Both Inverted

Double Overprint
in pair with

Triple Overprint

Volume 26, No.4.

Inverted Overprint

Missing Overprint
in pair with

Triple Overprint

19

Triple Inverted
Overprint

Triple Overprint:
Two Inverted

Double Overprint, One Inverted
in pair with Normal

Double Overprint, in block with
Two Inverted Overprints and One Normal
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Inverted Overprint on
Double 'o.z.' Overprint

Double Overprint on Double 'O.Z.' Overprint
in pair with Normal

Normal Overprint on
Missing "OiZ." Overprint

Inverted Overprint on pair Inverted 'O.Z.' Overprints
and pair of Normal 'O.Z.' Overprints

USAGE

The majority of stamps in these issues were for local postage, although the two values in 'Centimes de Piastre'
were for overseas mail. The survival of local commercially used covers appears to be rather low and thus they
are hard to come by. Moreover, many of the covers that have survived are made from poor quality paper, their
condition is fragile, and are showing signs of disintegration. Haitian stamps were not withdrawn from issues
and these stamps can be found used on postal items well after their issue period. Sometimes such usage is
philatelic. Examples of usage of the stamps are shown below.

llensieur

En V~l"e .•.__

Walter Hirsch

f

1 Centime on 1 Piastre with inverted overprint used on a single rate
local unsealed letter sent on 4 April 1918.
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1 Centime on 50 Centimes (pair) used on a commercial letter from Jeremie to Port-au-Prince sent on
15 April 1916 paying the single internal letter rate of2 Centimes.

5 Centimes on 7 Centimes on 50 Centimes used on a local Port-au-Prince letter
sent on 27 December 1920 and paying the single letter rate.

21
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5 Centimes on 10 Centimes 'o.z.' overprinted Postage Due stamp with trial printing of overprint in violet
instead of black used on a single rate local Port-au-Prince commercial letter.

22

Total postage of 10 Centimes de Gourde paying for a postcard sent to Amsterdam on 15 October 1919.
Postage was at the single overseas rate for a letter rather than the postcard rate:

also payment in 'Centimes de Gourde' currency was nominally double that in 'Centimes de Piastre'.
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Madame Po Lyd o.r

Late use in 1925 of stamps of earlier issues including several of the 1915 -1920 'Provisional' Issues.
Total postage of 1 Gourde and 10 Centimes was for a registered double rate local airmail letter.

(By early 1920 Haiti had reverted to a single currency ofthe Gourde.)

Cap-Haitien

2 Centimes on 1 Piastre paying the single overseas rate for a postcard sent on 26 April 1920 to Switzerland.
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u

Double rate Port-au-Prince local letter sent 3 January 1920

Reference: Munk, Dr Herbert, Kohl-Briefmarken-Handbuch, Volume IV,
Veriag des Vereind der Freude des Kohl-Briefmarkenhandbuch, E.V., Berlin 1933

The Quarantined, Banished and Extradited Stamp.
Harry Berg

Ian McMahon's article on "Instructional markings" in the recent June 2008 issue of Capital Philately mentioned
that "all incoming mail to Australia is vetted by Customs and Quarantine", but did not include an example of a
quarantined item or marking. As a result I thought that the following might be of interest to those interested in
such matters.

In May 2008 my parents received a mail item
\from the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Forestry, Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service (AQIS), Welshpool, W.A., in
the form of a DL envelope with a large sticker
on the reverse stating "Please Open Immediately
Quarantine Documents Enclosed" (Figure 1).

The envelope included:

a) A notice (A4) from that Department, headed
"International Mail: Notice of Intention to
Seize Goods". (see Figure 2)

This stated that "Your mail did not meet Australian quarantine

24

Figure 1:Envelope/rom
AQIS, with sticker on the back

(original size = A4)
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Figure 2: Notice
of Intention to
Seize Goods
(original size

=A4)
hnemtuional Mail: No/ice of lntentkm to Seize Goods

(J.(Ju"";IleA.., ''JA~

Rd.nllrc No: WMOSO(U479

Dr:HEIOR EN MP.VROUSO Br:.R(j.VAi': "UET
60 KALlNOADRLVE 1)3
ern' BEACH \\'A60I~

Your mail did not meet Australian quarantine requirements

10. item:! in 1!/a"\Ilf1e-IS IlJnidelltifledlUd

rne;I<emI$)Iisu:daloo>.a"'aYiMpe<ud.alln~Potf,,",hoan'05IlOClI. ADA~QulnnfiMorro=_
<kte:mintd~ in~""lhsIb-S«Iion6S(3)<>rt/w:QuarutIMAd 1905. d!en.e.ru"·illbf/:I(iudandd~~Of
::=J~~~~;::;~~""r:!~~rcctor..ofQliarcnti~thi.oo.~t.Mllnl1hehemS aree"JlOl'led fn;mAUJtl'llil

DearConsignI'C

The Au~lrali3n Ouol1lnline and lnspcctlon Service IAQ1S) h!1~ determined thaI items .ddrt:Sscd 10 )'IIU. sent br mail
horn C\~rseas (Ntlherlands) ••••-eee imported or introdllcltd inl0 A\IStra!ia in conll'3venlion e fthe Q,,(lrtII"i"~ Ac, 19O5
..,.,d, in lhe: A.llhorised Ouanllllinc OlTl«'r', 0(1,,,;, ••••. tht ;I(IY\'I IIlC likely 10 inll'odllC:CUOl~ p~()rdiscase:< into
ALlSlr;slia.

This is. JIOIitc 10 Inform )"00 lblll~ ilC'ms ••••.ill be seized and OeSiroyed unl~5 the items Ire ClJlOrrnI from Aultf~lil
within 30 days from The date oftflis rcdce. When: possible. AQIS (I!fm; clients the opportunil~' 10 neve ilCm~ tR:alC"d
10 remove qUll'llnlilMl risks. However, due lothe sp«:;lic fi~ks jlIesenled by the ilem.~ sent to )"OU, treatment is not
possible.

By compk.1ing the ltac:Md Payment Nolice and retuming it to AQIS "ilk)'OW" P"Yf'lC1II. you can '11WI~ for AQIS 1o:

• Relumll1e.<eitl!h1~lotl~JCflder.

If you do QOI comply "';Ib 1\.e ~ ••innl-rlltll orlb" 1101;« •••·;Ibll. 30 day. (/Tom m.. dale oflhis MliCf), or ifyuu
advise ••s y,-ithin Ihat p<'I"iod Ibal ~·oo do lM)\ ••••ish 10 C'lIpott lOOt ilem" the sems will be $Cized and dC$tro)-ro by
AQIS. Figure 3:

Payment Notice
(or Option
to Destroy)
(original size

=A4)

I have l'I\Closed n brocl!ure with infonnalion abolll qumu";,,C'. If~'ou 01'\"" gel nlail fro-. O\·crscas.l wcufd be gn.teful
if}"(lu W\lld let Ill)' ~lular sc:ntkrs lI\ov.·.boul Australim quaranline n:qui:emcnl •. MOft: dd"oikd inform.tion is
.'·ailablC'onlhcI\QlSWeb5ile~~.~.jH!

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICIJI.TURE, FISHERIES AND FORESTRY

requirements", as unidentified seeds had been
detected embedded in the Netherlands postage
stamp on the envelope.

b) An Associated A4 "International Mail Program -
Payment Notice" (Figure 3).

This gave the option of having the offending item
destroyed, or have it returned to the sender (at a
cost of$42.50!!)

c) A photocopy of the envelope of the offending mail
item that was seized. (Figure 4)

This showed an envelope addressed to my parents,
with a Netherlands Eu 0.88 flower stamp, and a
Eu 0.05 numeral stamp.

d) The Offending mail item, but with the apparently
offending stamp cut out of the envelope. (Figure 5)

(The actual letter, sent by my father's sister, was
still included in the envelope)

As we were rather intrigued in what form the "unidentified
seeds" could have been associated with the stamp, my
father agreed to pay the (exorbitant) fee of$42.50 to have
the offending item returned to the sender, as I would be
in the Netherlands a few months later, and could then
examine it.

(The Quarantine people were apparently so surprised
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Reference No. WMOB001479

INTERNATIONAL MAIL PROGRAM· PAYMENT NOTICE

Retwn by maH to: ~~~ Me'l Prog.am Credrt ~rd Pa.ymenl:s bY~; g; ~~~~366f!_'._JI
Loc:kecl8ag7097

'- --'CA"'N"".£eR""RA'-'A'"CT""260""'-- -"'CA"'SH"'N~OT'_"_",~EPTf:D
Name: DE HEER EN MEVRO~ BERG-VAN VLIET
Mail Centre: International Post Perttt

Date: 2210512008

10 ITEU OETAILS
UnidenlifllldSM!d 1U~

JO.iWliPIQLf;g;4;.,i,; ;':;;;":; ;iN 41 UWiJii.MiUg;m;g.,.i,i.

Inoo W.AHT TO ""\IE ALL rreMS OESTRovto YOU DO NOT
tfOO\.I\RGI:I<FlER30Il"'.'I'S.

!wanlth" loIlowklg lrems destroyed' a{

Signature. .... Date ; J

--"'" .,-.,- .,-.,
I
I

a
I

dQ A~;?4 L~~ /rs
e~/J~ I-Yt/ to/I

/«/£~--------- - -- - -
Figure 4: The offending mail item (here reduced)

-.r-

i )/~~~--&Vl.~ ~~_r/~ ~

/11 A~~,.4; L~ /rs
ef /J~ Irtl SC/1

.e:.L;d-~:-------
Figure 5: The mail item as received (with offending

stamp cut out) (here reduced)
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when they received the completed
form (see Figure 2 above), that they
telephoned my father to confirm that he
actually was aware that the return was
going to cost $42.50!)

When I eventually saw my Aunt in July,
she gave me the postal item she had
received from the above Department,
which was a Postpack Padded Bag
(Figure 6), containing the cut out
offending Eu 0.88 stamp (Figure 7)
wrapped in thin plastic (like Glad wrap).
(The Padded Bag was size 5, which was
rather an overki II for the small stamp
enclosed! It also showed a large green
Australia Post "Regular International
Customer" sticker on the front.)

On examining the stamp, it did indeed
have what looked like a small seed
stuck onto the middle of the stamp with
a small circular clear plastic adhesive
patch.

.,
.••• I",

Padded Bage
AM AMERLINK-BERG

VAN VREDENBURCHWEG 609
2284 TE RIJSWIJK

Netherlands

i!a!!~~!!!I!!"r~8"

Figure 6: The AQIS POSTpak to return the offending stamp (which is
shown in inset) (here reduced)

Figure 7: The returned stamp
(here enlarged)

Blocmutjc::s cadeau
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Figure 8:
The Flower
Mini-sheet

(here
.; reduced)

...
It transpires that on I May 2007, the Dutch Postal
authorities did in fact issue a stamp mini-sheet of
10 stamps (of values Eu 0.44 and Eu 0.88) showing
different flowers (Figure 8), with each stamp having
a seed affixed to the front of the centre of the stamp.
Each seed is covered with an 18mm diameter clear
plastic adhesive patch. At the base of the miniature
sheet, in small print, it does state (in Dutch) that it
is only for inland postage, as the outcome if used
for external mail is not guaranteed because of the
seeds. (Hence the Netherlands postal authorities are
probably covered legally, although I consider that
the disclaimer is not very obvious.)

The above items raised the following questions in
my mind:

a) Waseach item of mail so screened (a massive
undertaking), or was this one caught as part of a
random selection process? (I have since discovered a

'j
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brochure from AQIS which confirms all mail is screened.)

b) As the AQIS paperwork was obviously on standard forms, there must be other such uses - presumably
mainly relating to contents of parcels.

Hence, has anyone seen or heard of any other instances of the forms' use with respect to a philatelic item?

c) The cost of returning the item is considered to be rather exorbitant (and the return envelope size an over-kill).
Was this the minimum fee of a specific fee scale?

d) Is anyone aware of any other such instances of a "banned", and extradited, stamp issue - from any
country?

e) I wonder how the AQIS would react to the fact that such stamps, mint or used, are likely to be in stamp
collections in Australia! (Or perhaps it is going to be a "rare" stamp in stamp collections in Australia!)

(Please Note: When I discussed the above case with other people in Holland, one person stated that she had
actually planted the seeds, but that none had come up! So perhaps they had been sterilised anyway!)

Book Review

The King George VI Large Key Type: Revenue and Postage
High Value Stamps 1937 -1953, by Eric Yendall

This book is an expanded version of the book King George VI Large Key Type Stamps of Bermuda, Leeward
Islands, Nyasaland by Robert W. Dickgeisser and Eric P.Yendall, published in 1985. It is an A4 hardback book
of 360 pages in full colour published by the Royal Philatelic Society of London and released in July 2008.

For those of you unfamiliar with the key plate system of printing, it was developed by De La Rue in 1879,
initially for the Leeward Islands (although not used by them till 1890). It reduced the cost of producing stamps
for smaller colonies by using a standard design, the key plate, and then having another plate with the colony
name and value printed in a second run. Thus a colony needed to only pay for the name/value plate which was
cheap to produce. It also allowed for bi-coloured stamps to be easily produced. In 1908 this was extended to
high value stamps for Nyasaland and the large Nyasa-type high value stamps were born. These have been used
by many colonies and have proven to be a popular collecting field. The most popular large keyplates are those
of King George VI due to the many printings of most stamps and the many varieties caused by damage to the
plates during World War II. This book covers all the keyplate issues ofthe KGVI reign.

The book comprises 6 parts plus an appendix. Part 1 is a discussion of all aspects of the production ofthe large
Nyasa-type high value stamps. Part 2 covers the revenue stamps and is a welcome addition to the revenue field.
It covers the 50-set plate for the revenue stamps of the Straits Settlements, Malaya, Malaya - British Military
Administration, Singapore, Penang and Malacca. Then follows the 60-set plate revenues of Nyasaland and
Ceylon and finally the 100-set plate for the revenue stamps of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika. Part 3 covers the
postage and revenue stamps of Bermuda, the Leeward Islands and Nyasaland. Part 4 covers the plate plugs of
the 60-set plate while Part 5 covers all the known flaws on the 60-set plate. Part 6 covers a guide to valuation, an
order of printing table, bibliography and list of illustrations. The Appendix contains the 60-set head plate flaw
charts which lists each printing and which flaw appears on which stamp.

This book belongs in the library of any philatelic society and of anyone remotely interested in this area or even
one of the countries covered. The real positives for this book are the colour illustrations of every printing of every
stamp, which in most cases are good enough to help separate the majority of printings. There are also examples
of usage of both the revenues on documents and the postage stamps on cover and piece. Many of these usages
are not easy to get but the high airmail rates ofWWII made their use quite legitimate and this book abounds with
examples. Every flaw is illustrated with a line drawing that makes identification easy especially when combined
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with the flaw charts. The number printed for every printing is included as are details of postage rates, revenue
duty rates and likely postmarks (including the Madam Joseph forgeries) to be found on the stamps.

This is an extremely well-
researched book, and while the
final word is never written on
any topic, it is unlikely that this
book will ever be rewritten. It
may be updated as new flaws are
discovered, and the few editing
mistakes corrected, but overall
it will remain the key work in
this area. This is true work of
dedication by Eric Yendall albeit
with the help of many others
over the last 30 years. However,
the author still deserves the high
praise this book has received
for pulling all the information
together, and is to be commended
for including the revenue stamps
and details of the revenue duty
rates - a much under-researched
area.

Icommend this book to you and
I will be recommending that
the Society purchase a copy for
the library. It is available from
the Royal Philatelic Society of ,\
London for £67 plus postage at
www.rpsl.org.uk/publications.htm I

or you may be able to order it
through the Society from Vera
Trinder.

Darryl Fuller
(with thanks to Tony Steer for
the copy of the book reviewed)
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Postcards and Baku

Robert A. M. Gregson

I recently acquired some Russian postcards from the Tsarist period, which were sold to me by an antiques dealer
who got them in a lot of memorabilia including some icons. I assumethatthey were in the belongings ofa person
who left Russia around 1918 and found his or her way to Australia. The condition was not faultless, and parts
of the low-denomination stamps in many cases have been ripped off the card, leaving bits behind. However,
postmarks in Russian are oflittle interest to most general stamp collectors, and they were mostly legible enough
for correct identification. What was surprising was that the cards were nearly all posted to Baku, the largest
city in Azerbaijan, and at the time a busy commercial centre and a place for quite a bit of tourist trade, also it
hosted an emigre community with consulates and with schools teaching in French. There were series of picture
postcards depicting Baku and the adjacent oilfields, these date from the 1890s, and are the most obvious source
of Baku postmarks. From the catalogued offerings ofNagl's auctions (in our club library) I would estimate that
about 1% or less of Russian philatelic material relates to Baku, and it does not appear much in Australia.

It is helpful to remind ourselves that picture postcards were regulated by the UPU congress in Rome in 1906,
the divided backs with part for the address and part for messages first came into international use on 1 October
1907. Before that people often wrote on the picture side, to avoid a postage surcharge. One can, according to
Femlund, divide the history of picture postcards into four phases: before 1900 they were lithographed, in one or
more colours; from 1900 to 1920 they were based on photographs and lightly tinted, depicting local buildings of
importance such as the railway station; from 1920 to 1950 they were mainly 'real' photographs; and after 1950
often offset colour printed. Humorous cards from the seaside were a particularly English product. The maximum
period of card use was in 1903-1904. The evidence of these seven Russian cards suggest that in fact a mixture
of production methods was in use at the same time; it seems not to be widely known that Russia has a tradition
of quality art printing, as one can see by looking at the USSR stamps of the 1930s.

Baku had and has a number of post offices; a main office, one at the railway station, and others in the suburbs and
in the adjacent oilfield. There were also travelling post offices on the railway lines to Vladikavkaz and to Batumi
in Georgia. Their postmarks are easily recognised, as they are oval and not circular, and inscribed with the start,
train number, and destination. For example, the TPOs on the line across Transcaucasia between the Caspian and
Black Seas, were Batumi 96 Baku and Baku 95 Batumi. Ceresa notes these are 'very scarce' on stamps. In those
days nearly a century ago, it was common to put an arrival postmark on letters, post cards, money orders and
parcel cards, so that journey times can be deduced. Railway mail was often surprisingly quick and compares
favourably with today's airmails. I recommend that the interested reader consults a good atlas, or Google.

The cards in order of use (all the dates are in the old calendar) are:
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Fig. 1. Sankt Peterberg 12 2 09 to Baku 15 2 09. I transliterate the Russian precisely,
not anglicise it. A painting by Trutovskiy of a Ukrainian night scene.
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Fig. 2. Pyatigorsk 6 8 10 to Baku 9 8 10. Pyatigorsk, the eagle monument and a
view of Mount Elbruz (5642 metres). Elbruz is the highest mountain in Russia, its

name isfrom the Georgian meaning 'snow mane '.
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Fig. 3. Batumi 96 Baku TPO 15 7 10 to Baku 16 7 10. The famous artist /lya Repine s painting
of the Don Cossacks gleefully writing a most disrespectjulletter to the Sultan.
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Fig. 4. Baku Gor(od) 1 [town office] 13 2 10 to
Peterburg. Painting by Yu Yu Clever of Winter.

Fig. 5. Ekaterinodar Vokzal (railway station) [now
Krasnodar] 18 8 11.Ekaterinodar is well north of the
Caucasus, in the Kuban steppes. A wood carving in the

peasant tradition by 1Zhukov, called 'a bird of passage '.
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Fig. 6. Petrovsk Dag(hestan) 11 9 14 to Baku 12 9 14. Petrovsk; the Town Theatre.

Fig. 7. Vladikavkaz 137 Baku TPO 2412 15,
no arrival cancellation. Painting by unknown
artist of Boy and Horse, entitled 'Chums '. This
card seems to be written in Georgian and not in
Russian. Vladikavkaz is now in North Ossetia.

-~~------"------''
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